The strategy of Myxococcus xanthus for group cooperative behavior.
New evidence has been presented from our laboratory that the gliding bacterium, Myxococcus xanthus, does not home by chemotaxis toward a nutrient source. Our experiments, those of others, and the theory presented here combine to suggest a model, called the 'Pied Piper' model. It hypothesizes a gene that has a high mutation rate forward and back (say something in excess 10(-4) mutations per cell generation) which leads to switching between two motility states. Occasionally rare organisms become genetically, but reversibly, changed so that they move unidirectionally instead of mostly forward and back as do the bulk of the cells. When such a 'leader' cell arises, it continues to move in its original orientation, and causes a cohort of cells to move together away from the bulk of the cells. That is, in the less common mutational state it counteracts the usual tendency to just move forward and backward achieving little net movement. The assumption of a genetic element that mutates in a reversible way is suggested by numerous cases of reversible switches now known in a wide range of bacteria serving a variety of functions. A second aspect of the model is that mechanisms exist that cause cells to move in the same direction as their nearby neighbors. This process results in a regular spacing of bands of cells to form mounds in the absence of a leader. The action of C-factor, a factor-secreted by the cells which has been largely studied in the laboratory of Dale Kaiser, and extracellular fibrils, (rod-shaped protein and carbohydrate bodies) largely studied in the laboratory of Martin Dworkin, may be key elements in coordinating (or linking) the movements of neighboring cells. Based on the assumption of the absence of chemotaxis, computer simulations of pattern formation for gliding bacterial swarms and flares are consistent with observed behaviors and thus are additional evidence that chemotactic motility of the type exhibited by Escherichia coli, is not necessary for the group movements of M. xanthus. Some tests for this model are suggested.